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SUMMARY

The relationship between ploidy level and nuclear DNA content was investi-
gated by Feulgen microdensitometry in coichicine induced polyploid root-tip
meristem cells of three Vicia species. Nuclear DNA content is expected to
increase proportionately with the increase in ploidy, assuming DNA constancy.
Our results showed that:

(i) Absorption readings were significantly lower than expected for cells of
higher ploidy levels.

(ii) The deviation of the absorption readings obtained below those expected
increased progressively with ploidy level.

(iii) These trends occurred in absorption estimates of single metacentric
chromosomes at metaphase in V. faba, metaphase nuclei in V. faba, and
prophase nuclei in all three Vicia species.

(iv) Loss of chromosomal DNA, as evidenced by a large and progressive
increase in the frequency of occurrence of micronuclei in cells at higher
ploidy level, was partly responsible for cell absorption estimates below
expectation.

(v) Variation in the density and in the absorbance of nuclear DNA may also
have been a cause of absorption estimates below expectation.

In our opinion, apart from the loss of chromosomal DNA to form micronuclei,
it is unlikely that any real decrease in DNA content per genome occurred in
cells at higher ploidy levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING to the concept of DNA constancy, the nuclear DNA content is
constant for a given set of chromosomes within a species. This concept,
first proposed by Boivin et al. (1948), is supported by studies using both
plant (Swift, 1950) and animal (Bachmann and Cowden, 1965) species
and is widely accepted as a valid generalisation (Vendrely, 1955; Kraemer
et al. 1972), although a few exceptions to the rule have been found, for
instance, in the genotrophs of Linum (for a review see Durrant, 1971) and
between tissues within certain insect species (Fox, 1969, 1970).

The relationship between nuclear DNA content and ploidy level has
been investigated first in intraspecific comparisons of diploid and polyploid
nuclei within or between different tissues; and second, in interspecific com-
parisons using corresponding nuclei in diploid species and their known or
supposed polyploid relatives. In both types of comparison, if DNA constancy
is obeyed, then an increase in ploidy level should result in a directly pro-
portional increase in nuclear DNA content. Similarly, it would be expected
that the DNA content of allopolyploids should equal the sum of the DNA
amounts of their constituent diploid genomes.

These expectations have been fulfilled in many comparisons of diploid
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species with autopolyploid and/or allopolyploid species (Becak et al., 1967;
Southern, 1967; Grant, 1969; Nishikawa, 1970; Pegington and Rees, 1970;
Yang and Dodson, 1970; Bennett and Smith, 1971; BulIen and Rees, 1972;
Narayan and Rees, 1974). However, a few instances have been noted, in
which the observed DNA amount of a polyploid species differed significantly
from expectation (Christensen, 1966; Becak et al., 1967; Southern, 1967;
Grant, 1969). It is clear that changes in the DNA contents of diploid
genomes in polyploid species are not a consequence of polyploidy itself,
since the DNA contents of many established polyploids have apparently
not changed since they were first formed. In view of the wide ranges of
nuclear DNA contents found in several comparisons of closely related
diploid species (Jones and Rees, 1968; Chooi, 1971; Bennett, 1972), it is
perhaps surprising that the majority of polyploid species studied have the
expected DNA amounts. The nuclear DNA contents of both diploid parent
and derived polyploid species may change during evolution subsequent to
the time when a polyploid species was synthesised. Thus, differences
between the nuclear DNA contents of established polyploid species and
those expected values derived from related diploid species presumably
reflect evolutionary changes of positive or neutral adaptive significance.
Such differences should not, therefore, be cited as exceptions to the rule of
DNA constancy.

Besides comparing naturally occurring diploid and polyploid cells, the
relationship between nuclear DNA content and ploidy level may be studied
by using induced polyploid nuclei. Recently, Deka and Sen (1973) induced
4n, 8n and 16n nuclei in Viciafaba root-tip meristem cells with coichicine.
Using Feulgen microdensitometry they estimated the DNA contents of
untreated diploid cells and colchicine-induced polyploid cells at metaphase.
They stated that, while the overall karyological integrity of the chromosomes
and their numbers remained apparently normal, a progressive decline in
DNA content per genome took place at successively higher ploidy levels.

Since the results of Deka and Sen (bc. cit.) are contrary to the generally
obeyed rule of DNA constancy we decided to conduct similar experiments
using Vicia faba and two other diploid Vicia species whose DNA amounts
differed markedly from that of V. faba.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Seeds of Vicia faba, V. sativa (2n 2x = 12) and V. narbonensis (2n
2x = 14) were soaked in distilled water for about 6 hours and then ger-
minated in vermiculite for 4-7 days. Afterwards main roots 2-4 cm long
were immersed in constantly aerated, 0005 per cent (w/v) colchicine
solution in light-tight plastic bowls at 20± l°G for up to 5 days. Concurrent
with the start of colchicine treatment untreated roots (controls) were fixed
in 1 : 3 acetic alcohol. Twenty treated roots of each species were fixed in
1 : 3 acetic alcohol at daily intervals after the start of colchicine treatment
for 5 days.

The colchicine treatment used induced the formation of polyploid cells
as described by Deka and Sen (1973). As a rule, cells of successively higher
ploidy levels were found in roots fixed on successive days; however, a few
32n cells were found in roots fixed 3 days after the start of treatment. The
highest ploidy level of cells found in V. faba and V. sativa was 32n and 64n
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respectively. In V. narbonensis no cell was found with a ploidy level higher
than l6n, and nuclei having reached this ploidy level apparently always
degenerated.

Fixed roots for microdensitometry were hydrolysed in lN HC1 at 60°C
for 10 minutes, stained in leuco-basic fuchsin at pH 36 for 2 hours, given
three 10-minute washes in SO2 water, and finally washed in distilled water.
Treated roots of one species, all fixed at a single sampling time, were
prepared for microdensitometry in a single tube together with control roots.
Root-tip squashes of control and treated roots were prepared using separate
slides. The relative absorption at 565 nm of individual Feulgen stained
nuclei, micronuclei, or single metacentric chromosomes was measured
using a Vickers M86 scanning microdensitometer. Each measurement was
the mean of three readings. At each sampling time and for each species,
measurements were made on not less than 30 nuclei, or single chromosomes
ten on each of three slides. Each slide (replicate) was prepared using a
single root-tip from a different plant. Metaphase and prophase nuclei
were measured in V. faba while only the latter were measured in V. sativa
and V. narbonensis. The mean DNA contents of nuclei, micronuclei and
known chromosomes were calculated in relative absorption units (r.a.u.)
with respect to a diploid prophase control value for V. faba of 440. This
value was chosen to facilitate easy comparison between the present results
and those of Deka and Sen (1973) who based their results on a DNA amount
for Viciafaba of 44 picograms published by Baetcke et al. (1967). It should
be noted, however, that the value given by Baetcke et al. is not a 4C value
but is a "per cell" value. As such it only approximates to the 3C amount
(Bennett, 1972) unlike estimates for prophase and metaphase, which are
exact 4C amounts.

When comparing prophase or metaphase nuclei at different ploidy levels,
care was taken to measure only cells which appeared to be complete. Below
1 6n, estimates for individual nuclei fell into discrete populations correspond-
ing to 2n, 4n and 8n cells. At 16n and 32n, however, the distinction between
populations of cells was less obvious. Consequently, ranges of values for
l6n and 32n cells were chosen which, in our judgment, most closely defined
the populations of cells at these ploidy levels. We accept that this may
introduce error in estimating the mean r.a. of 16n and 32n cells.

In Vicia faba, the haploid chromosome set consists of five subtelocentric
(st) chromosomes and one metacentric (m) chromosome, about twice as
large as each of the former. It was decided to study a single known chromo-
some in cells of different ploidy levels and the m chromosome was chosen
because of its distinctive size and appearance. Using the microdensitometer
both absorption and area readings were made on single m chromosomes at
metaphase in diploid control and in colchicine treated cells with ploidy
levels from 2n to 32n.

Absorption measurements of micronuclei and single chromatids were
made using coichicine treated roots fixed after 3, 4 and 5 days of treatment.
Random samples of 50 micronuclei and 50 single chromatids were measured
at each sampling time. Care was taken not to make measurements in
degenerating cells. The number of micronuclei per cell, and the per-
centage of cells containing micronuclei was estimated in random samples
of 1000 interphase cells in squashes of root-tip meristems fixed after suc-
cessive days of colchicine treatment. It should be noted that the method
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greatly underestimated the absolute number of micronuclei produced for
several reasons. First, micronuclei lying above or below an interphase
nucleus were usually undetected. Second, many micronuclei were degraded
soon after their formation and hence were not scored. Third, no estimates
were made in obviously degenerating cells, yet such cells frequently contained
very high numbers of micronuclei.

TABLE 1

The expected and observed mean absorption per nucleus for prophase and metaphase nuclei at djfferent ploidy levels in
Vicia faba (data in r.a.u.)

Prophase Metaphase

Percentage Percentage
Expected Mean absorption deviation of Mean absorption deviation of

Ploidy absorption per nucleus observed from per nucleus observed from
level per nucleus observed expected * observed expected

2n control 44•O0 44•cJt+ l51 — — — —
2n treated 4+00 4327± l09 —l66 n.s. 3708± 325 —l573
4n treated 8800 85'50± 62l —284 n.s. 708l 617 — l953
8n treated l7600 l5898±2452 —967 * l4045±2303 —2020

16n treated 35200 2828l — l966 26993±5069 —2332
32n treated 70400 53l02±7420 —2457 50036±76l0 —2893

.W.B.—Probability in tables 1, 3 and 4 was calculated using mean absorption readings and not using
the percentage deviation of observed readings from those expected.

TABLE 2

The mean absorption per 4C nucleus at early, mid and late prophase and at pro-metaphase

Mean absorption
per nucleus

Stage (arbitrary Units) P

Early prophase l853 086
Mid prophase 1826±087 n.s.
Late prophase 1806±089 *

Pro-metaphase l675±070

3. RESULTS

(i) Relative absorption in 4C cells of V. faba

Table 1 presents estimates of the mean relative absorption per cell for
prophase and metaphase stages in cells of different ploidy levels. At both
mitotic stages the absorption estimates obtained were significantly lower
(P <0.001 per cent) than expected for cells at higher ploidy levels. More-
over, the higher the ploidy level of the cell, the greater was the deviation
of the observed results from those expected.

Metaphase cells gave significantly lower absorption readings than
prophase cells at each of the five ploidy levels studied (table 1). This
difference is not due to real changes in nuclear DNA content since both
prophase and metaphase cells contain the 4C DNA amount, but is probably
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caused by changes in DNA density which occur during chromosome con-
traction at early mitosis. A comparison of diploid control nuclei at early,
mid and late prophase and at pro-metaphase (i.e. nuclei with a constant 4C
DNA amount) gave results which support this hypothesis (table 2). There
was a steady fall in mean absorption per nucleus as chromosome contraction
(and hence, DNA density) increased.

(ii) Relative absorption in three Vicia species

Estimates of the mean absorption per diploid genome in cells of different
ploidy levels in V. sativa, V. narbonensis and V. faba at prophase (table 3)
were significantly lower in cells of higher ploidy level than in control diploid
cells. Moreover, in each species the difference between estimates for control
and treated cells increased with increasing ploidy level.

TABLE 3

The mean absorption per nucleus and per diploid genome in diploid control nuclei and colchicine treated
nuclei at prophase in cells of different ploidy levels from three Vicia species (data in r.a.u.)

Mean Mean Percentage decrease
absorption absorption relative to diploid

Species Ploidy level per nucleus per genome control value P

V. sativa 2n control 820± 128 820 — —
4n treated 1600± 17l 800 —244 n.s.
8n treated 3096± 513 774 —561 n.s.

16n treated 5603± 664 7.00 — 1463
32n treated 11178± 1476 699 — 1476

V. narbonensis 2n control 2500± 135 25•00 — —
4n treated 4769± 516 2385 —460 n.s.
8n treated 8636± 606 2159 — l364

l6ntreated 16657±1192 2082 —1672

V.faba 2n control 4400± 151 — —
2n treated 4327± 109 4327 — 166 n.s.
4n treated 8550± 621 4275 —284 n.s.
8n treated 15898±2452 3975 —967 *

l6n treated 28281 3669 35'35 — 1966
32n treated 53102±7420 3319 —2457

(iii) Measurement of the m chromosome in V. faba

Table 4 gives the mean absorption per m chromosome in diploid control
cells and in coichicine treated cells of different ploidy levels at metaphase.
The results show a progressive and significant (P < 0001 per cent) fall in
this character as ploidy level increased. Table 4 gives results showing a
similar trend for m chromosome area. For instance, the mean absorption
and the mean area per m chromosome was respectively l68 and 201 per
cent lower in 32n cells than in diploid control cells. Analysis showed a
significant relationship (P < 0O5 per cent: r = 0.84) between mean absorp-
tion and mean area per m chromosome in cells of different ploidy levels.

35/2—fl
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Tst.a 4
The mean absorption and the mean area at metaphase per single metacentric chromosome in untreated diploid cells (control)

and coichicine treated cells at different ploidy levels in V. faba

Mean absorption Mean area
per single m Percentage decrease per single m Percentage decrease

Ploidy chromosome relative to diploid chromosome relative to diploid
level (r.a.u.) control value P (a.u.) control value P

2n control 627±053 — — 164±23 — —
2n treated 614±041 207 n.s. 159±21 3•05
4n treated 605±066 351 n.s. 148±18 9'76 **
8n treated 566±068 973 135± 20 l768

l6ntreated 585±067 &70 * 131±17 2012
32n treated 522±048 l675 *** 131 16 2012

TABLE 5

The percentage of cells containing micronuclei, and the mean number of micronuclei per cell containing
micronuclei, in Vicia faba root-tip meristem cells treated with coichicine for up to 5 days

Days of treatment Percentage of Mean number of
with 0.005% cells with micronuclei per cell

colchicine micronuclei containing micronuclei
0 0.111 1•00
1 0740 1•00
2 l444 l•33
3 4•741 1•40
4 12037 225
5 17667 313

TABLE 6

The mean number of micronuclei per cell in root-tip meristem cells of three Vicia species treated with
0005 per cent colchicine for up to 5 days

Days of treatment Species
with 0.005%

colchicine V. saliva V. narbonensis V. faba
0 0001 0•OOl 0.001
1 — 0075 0•007
2 0074 0•233 0019
3 0260 0149 0•070
4 0340 — 0272
5 0336 l•l87 0•539

TABLE 7

The mean absorption per micronucleus or per chromatid in a random sample of micronuclei and chromatids
(150 of each) from roots fixed at 3.5 days after the start of colchicjne treatment

Class of micronucleus
or chromatid Chromatids Micronuclei p

Class I (r.a.< 175) 120±026 108±022 ''*
Class II (r.a.>1.75) 265±043 236±0•54 *
Total population 149±0•74 125±0•62
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(iv) Micronuclei
The frequency of occurrence of micronuclei in control roots was almost

zero in all three Vicia species, but reached high levels after 5 days of coichicine
treatment (tables 5 and 6). Both the percentage of cells containing micro-
nuclei, and the mean number of micronuclei per cell, increased steadily in

CHROMATIDS
class I class II
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FIG. 1.—The DNA content (in relative absorption units) of random samples of 150 chromatids
and micronuclei. Arrows indicate the means for Class I and Class II chromatids and
micronuclei (see Section 3.iv).

treated V. faba roots sampled on successive days (table 5). For instance,
in V. faba roots sampled after the 5th day of treatment about 177 per cent
of root-tip cells contained micronuclei and each cell contained an average
of more than 3 micronuclei.

Figure 1 shows the distribution frequency of micronuclei and chromatids
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with different relative absorption amounts. The histogram for single
chromatids shows a bimodal distribution as expected; the two peaks presum-
ably correspond to chromatids from st and m chromosomes. To facilitate
comparison between the DNA contents of single chromatids and micro-
nuclei, the population of chromatids was divided into two classes, those with
r.a. of less than 1•75 (Class I) and those with r.a. of more than 1.75 (Class
II). The mean r.a. for Class I chromatids should approximate to the mean
for St chromosomes, while the mean for Class II chromatids to that for m
chromosomes. Comparison of the histograms for chromatids and micro-
nuclei shows that they have very similar distribution patterns, furthermore,
the mean r.a. for Class I and II chromatids is close to that for Class I and
II micronuclei (table 7). The mean r.a. for micronuclei is significantly
lower than for chromatids for both Class I and Class II. Nevertheless,
it is not unreasonable to suggest that at least the majority of micronuclei
were formed from single chromatids. The significant fall in mean r.a. for
micronuclei compared with chromatids may be due either to increased DNA
density in the former, or, to chromosome breakage so that some micronuclei
are formed from chromosome fragments.

4. Discussiox.

Our results agree with those of Deka and Sen (1973) in showing a
progressive decrease in r.a. per genorne with increasing ploidy level in Vicia

faba nuclei at metaphase. Moreover, measurements of the m chromosome
at metaphase in V. faba showed a similar pattern of decreasing r.a. with
increasing ploidy level to that found for whole nuclei at metaphase. The
present results also show a similar trend with increasing ploidy level for
nuclei at prophase in three Vicia species. Thus, the factor(s) responsible
for the decrease in r.a. per genome noted at metaphase in Vicia faba at
higher ploidy (Deka and Sen, 1973) is shown to affect each individual
chromosome, and to act at stages of mitosis besides metaphase, and in other
species besides V. faba. It is necessary, therefore, to question the nature
of the cause of such variation.

The present results, showing a progressive decrease in r.a. per genome
with increasing ploidy level are open to two main interpretations. First,
they may indicate a real decrease in DNA content per nucleus below that
expected assuming DNA constancy. Second, they may indicate an apparent
loss of DNA per genome and have a physical basis associated either with
variation in the nature of the nuclei being measured (for example, their
density), or with errors inherent in the techniques used to measure them.

A real decrease in DNA amount per genome could have one of three
main causes:

(i) aneuploidy,
(ii) chromosome breakage with subsequent loss of acentric fragments,

(iii) the loss of, or the reduced replication of repeated base sequences
(Cullis, 1973; Maher and Fox, 1973).

Loss of DNA due to aneuploidy or chromosome breakage should be readily
detected in cytological examination of treated tissues. Deka and Sen (1973)
stated that the loss of DNA in coichicine induced polyploid cells was not
due either to aneuploidy or to chromosome breakage.
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In the present work, a real loss of DNA from the nucleus was partly
responsible for the decreased mean r.a. per nucleus at higher ploidy levels
in V. faba. The percentage of cells containing micronuclei, and the mean
number of micronuclei per cell, increased dramatically in colchicine treated
roots during the 5 days of treatment (tables 5 and 6). It is impossible in
the present work to estimate accurately the mean loss of chromosomal DNA
due to micronucleus formation in cells of known different ploidy, because,
as described in the methods, the number of micronuclei was greatly under-
estimated by the scoring method used.

Both aneuploidy and chromosome breakage can result in the formation
of micronuclei. A comparison of the r.a. of random samples of chromatids
and micronuclei (fig. 1 and table 7) showed a very similar bimodal distribu-
tion for both, but the mean r.a. per micronucleus was significantly lower
than the mean r.a. per chromatid. Nevertheless, the DNA contents of most
micronuclei were equivalent to the amounts expected if micronuclei were
produced from single whole chromatids lost at c-mitosis. Consequently, it
seems reasonable to suggest that the majority of micronuclei were formed
as a result of aneuploidy.

Some micronuclei may have been formed after chromosome breakage.
Evidence to support this notion was found in cytological investigation of
metaphase cells which occasionally showed clear evidence of chromosome
breakage. Chromosome breakage in Viciafaba usually results in the produc-
tion of very large acentric fragments (Levan and Lofty, 1950; Darlington
and McLeish, 1951; Kihlman and Levan, 1951) whose DNA contents
would be similar to, but slightly less than that of St chromatids. Coichicine
treatment itself does not cause chromosome breakage (Davidson, 1957).
However, oxygen deficiency has a pronounced effect in causing chromosome
breakage (Michaelis and Rieger, 1958). Levan and Lotfy (1950) found
cells frequently had one or two large fragments and about 10 per cent of
cells displayed disturbed mitosis in roots from V. faba seeds presoaked for
24 hours before germination. They noted mitotic disturbance in l31 per
cent of cells treated with 150 x 1 0 mol/L colchicine, after presoaking (a
concentration very close to that used by Deka and Sen and in the present
work). They showed that mitotic disturbance in both control and colchicine
treated roots was caused by anaerobis during presoaking. The cause of
chromosome breakage in the present work is unknown, but it should be
noted that it occurred after a very short period of presoaking (about 6
hours) and despite constant aeration of the culture solution. Deka and
Sen (1973) did not state whether their seeds were presoaked or whether their
culture solution was aerated.

Although loss of chromosomal DNA was a significant factor responsible
for part of the decrease in absorption below that expected for cells at higher
ploidy, nevertheless, it was not the only major cause. The mean absorption
of a single m chromosome showed a 16 per cent drop in polyploid cells
(table 4) below the control value in the absence of any obvious change in
the structure of the chromosome. This fall in absorption readings, is not
explained by loss of nuclear DNA accompanying either aneuploidy or
chromosome breakage.

A decrease in r.a. of this type may be due to a real reduction in
chromosomal DNA content. However, estimates of nuclear DNA content
made by microdensitometry are subject to several well known errors.
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Consequently considerable caution is required before concluding that a
decrease in r.a. per chromosome or per genome indicates a real, rather
than an apparent, loss of DNA.

An apparent fall in DNA content may have a physical basis associated
with the technique used to measure absorption. Errors have been recognised
which are inherent to the optical system used for microdensitometry, for
example, that caused by glare. The amount of glare (and hence the size
of the error involved) is closely related to the size of the specimen free field
illuminated. This error increases sharply with increasing absorbance of
chromatin (and hence with increased chromosome contraction (Goldstein,
1970). Clearly, therefore, the errors involved in reading well-spread meta-
phase plates are much greater than those involved in measuring prophase
nuclei, since both the illuminated specimen free area and the absorbance
of chromatin is high at metaphase compared with prophase. Goldstein
(1970) stated that, "apparent differences of the amount of dye taken up
by nuclei of different sizes, stained by the Feulgen method, which have
been reported by various workers and attributed to differences in DNA
content, are of an order of magnitude which could be due to the presence
of glare ". We strongly suggest that errors of these types may be partly or
totally responsible for the apparent decrease in DNA content at higher ploidy
levels in V. faba noted by Deka and Sen (1973), and in the present work.

Apart from errors of the type mentioned above, apparent variation in
DNA content can be caused by variation in the nature of the nuclei being
measured. For example, several workers have noted that the accuracy of
DNA measurements by microdensitometry is markedly influenced by nuclear
DNA density. To be specific, DNA amount tends to be underestimated as
the DNA density increases (Mittwoch, 1969; Narayan and Rees, 1974;
Verma and Rees, 1974). Evidence showing that this occurred in Viciafaba
in the present work is given in table 2, which shows a significant fall in
absorption of nuclei with a constant 4C DNA amount as DNA density was
increased during early mitosis.

Large natural and induced variation in the volume of untreated and
colchicine treated metaphase chromosomes has been noted in several species,
including V. faba (Pierce, 1937; Bennett and Rees, 1969; Bennett, 1970).
In V. faba grown in sand for up to 38 days the mean volume per cell of
c-metaphase chromosomes varied by more than two-fold. The variation
in metaphase chromosome volume was not accompanied by any variation
in 4C nuclear DNA content and, therefore, involved large changes in the
density of DNA in metaphase chromosomes (Bennett, 1970). We questioned,
therefore, whether changes in c-metaphase chromosome volume (and hence
in DNA density) may have contributed to the apparent decrease in DNA
per genome at higher ploidy levels in the present work.

Table 8 presents previously unpublished results giving the total mean
volume per cell of all 12 metaphase chromosomes in V. faba roots transferred
from growing in sand to culture in constantly aerated distilled water at
20°C for up to 25 hours. After 25 hours in culture chromosome volume had
decreased significantly, from 350 arbitrary units (a.u.) to 280 a.u. in main
roots, and from 420 a.u. to 250 a.u. in lateral roots. This decrease in
chromosome volume occurred in diploid cells with a constant 4C DNA
amount, and consequently involved an increase in DNA density due to
either culture treatment, or ageing.
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In the present work there was a significant and progressive decrease in
the size of the m chromosome with increasing coichicine treatment period
(table 4). This decrease may reflect a progressive increase in DNA density
with increasing time in culture, similar to that found in all the chromosomes
of V. faba from roots cultured in aerated distilled water described above.
If so, then error associated with a progressive increase in the density of
chromosomal DNA, due to reduced metaphase chromosome volume, may
also have been a cause of the progressive decrease in absorption per genome
in cells at higher ploidy.

TABLE 8

The mean total volume per cell of c-metaphase chromosomes in main root-tip meristem cells of Vicia
faba cultured in aerated distilled water for up to 25 hours. Sign/lcant dsiJrences between the
volumes of control and treated nuclei in each type of root are indicated

Chromosome volume
Duration of culture (arbitrary Units)
in aerated distilled , -.

water (hours) Main roots Lateral roots
0 (control) 3495 4226
5 395l 439l

10 3005 2970
15 — 2920
20 2640 —
25 2780 2883

.N.B.—Data are the mean of 10 cells. Full details of the methods used have been given
previously (Bennett, 1970).

Two lessons may be drawn from the present work. First, estimation of
nuclear DNA content by microdensitometry requires careful attention to
the known sources of error inherent to the material and the methods.
Without undertaking further detailed studies it will not be possible to define
the relative contributions of the different known, or suspected, causes of
reduced relative absorption per genome in cells of higher ploidy. Second,
we have shown that loss of whole chromosomes or of fragments into micro-
nuclei accounts for at least a large part of the DNA diminution in cells of
higher ploidy level. Whether there is DNA loss over and above this, as
claimed by Deka and Sen (1973) must remain in some doubt. In our
opinion, it is more likely that the decreased absorption per genome in
polyploid cells noted by Deka and Sen (bc. cit.) and in the present work
denotes an apparent, rather than a real, loss of chromosomal DNA.
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